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In this paper we develop some elements of a qualitative theory for nonlinear 
Volterra integral equations of convolution type. Our starting point is a local 
semiflow associated with the equation and acting on a space of compactly 
supported forcing functions. Within that framework we discuss the variation-of- 
constants formula, the saddle point property, the center manifold and Hopf bifur- 
cation. Some equations from population biology get special attention. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the behaviour of solutions of nonlinear Volterra 
convolution-integral equations near a constant solution. The basic tool in our 
analysis will be a certain procedure to associate with the equation a local 
semiflow or dynamical system on a function space. Contrary to the usual 
situation in the theory of delay equations, the elements of this state space are 
forcing functions (and not initial functions). Once the construction of the 
semiflow is clarified, we will follow, as much as possible, the general lines of 
the qualitative theory of ordinary differential equations [20], functional 
differential equations [21] and parabolic partial differential equations [29]. 
At some points the specific situation requires special arguments (see, for 
instance, Theorem 4.4 and Section 8). Moreover, we try to give sharp results 
and easy proofs. 
The paper consists of three parts. The first contains the definition of the 
semiflow, a discussion of the linear case and a derivation of the variation-of- 
constants formula. 
The second part contains the construction of the stable and the unstable 
manifold corresponding to an equilibrium with no eigenvalues of the 
linearized equation on the imaginary axis (the saddle point property). As an 
application we discuss the existence and uniqueness of positive solutions, 
defied for all time, of certain equations arising in population dynamics and 
epidemiology. 
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The third part deals with the situation where some of the eigenvalues lie 
on the imaginary axis. We present the construction of a center manifold for 
an equation which, .possibly, depends on some parameter(s). The result is 
then used to prove a Hopf bifurcation theorem. Subsequently, we derive an 
applicable formula for the direction of bifurcation and we show how this 
direction is related to the stability of the periodic solution. As a specific 
example we discuss the equation .I .I 
x(r - r) dr I! B(r) x(t - r) ds 0 0 
in some detail. This equation arises in mathematical epidemiology [ 17, 181. 
In all parts some version of the variation-of-constants formula has a 
central position. 
Finally, let us try to describe the place of our work within the existing 
literature. Local semiflows associated with Volterra integral equations and 
acting on forcing functions have been mainly studied from the point of view 
of topological dynamics. The emphasis then is on the analogy with 
nonautonomous ordinary differential equations (o.d.e.‘s) and infinite delays 
are not excluded. See [37,38]. 
On the other hand, there exists a wealthy qualitative theory of functional 
differential equations starting from a local semiflow acting on initial 
functions. See [21]. Part of this theory describes nonlinear autonomous 
equations in close analogy with autonomous o.d.e.‘s. Moreover, it is widely 
accepted that an important special (and relatively easy) case is formed by 
equations with finite delay. Once the special case is fully analyzed and 
understood, one knows what to look for when generalizing to infinite delays 
and one can concentrate on the subtle technical difficulties involved. 
In this paper we demonstrate that one can build a qualitative theory of 
(autonomous, finite delay) Volterra integral equations along the lines 
followed by Hale [21, 25, 261 and others, but within the framework of the 
semiflow acting on forcing functions introduced by Miller. This idea seems 
to be new. The main point consists of some reflection on the interpretation of 
“state” and “forcing.” Once these notions have been clarified the technical 
difficulties are minimal. The resulting theory treats equations which would 
otherwise need the much more difficult theory of neutral functional 
differential equations and, in addition, the use of a first integral (see Hale 
P61). 
The ideas presented in this paper are also applicable to Volterra integro- 
differential equations. In the linear case this is related to the work [36] of 
Miller. It has been observed by Burns and Herdman [3] that, for linear 
equations with infinite delay, the two semigroup constructions are related to 
each other by duality. In [ 141 this point of view is elaborated in the context 
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of the standard linear retarded functional differential equation with finite 
delay. 
Our main objective is to show that results which are fairly standard for, 
e.g., retarded functional differential equations, can be proved quite easily for 
Volterra convolution equations once a certain approach is adopted. For this 
class of equations the results are either new, or the proofs are much simpler 
than known ones. 
Notation 
rn” 
I/*ll 
BC( y; 2) 
I!/ .Ill rl 
NBV([O, b]; R") 
var,o,,, 
:/: 
cl 
n-dimensional Euclidean space 
norm in IR” 
(XE IF /x>O} 
(XER/.X<O) 
Banach space of continuous functions f(t) from iF + into 
lp!” which vanish for t larger than some fixed positive 
number b 
supremum norm in X 
Banach space of bounded continuous mappings of a 
Banach space Y into a Banach space Z 
supremum norm in BC(YS zj 
Banach space of continuous mappings of IF: * into the 
Banach space Z, such that the norm II/. Ijlq < co 
lll~lll” = suPlle-nIs ll~(~>llz I s E E* 1 
lll~lll” = suPle-“‘r’ IIm>llz Is E RI 
Banach space of functions of bounded variation of the 
interval [0, b] into IF1”, suitably normalized 
total variation; norm of NBV([O? b]; IF”) 
f * g(t) = jb f0 - 5) g(t) dr 
bounded linear operator of X into IK?‘* defined by 
4s) =fW 
f,(t) =f(s + t> 
Laplace transform f(A) = .I’s &if(t) dt 
PART I: VOLTERRA EQUATIONS, SEMIFLOWS 
AND THE VARIATION-OF-CONSTANTS FORMULA 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SEMIFLOW 
Let B = B(z) be a given n x n-matrix-valued L2-function with support 
contained in [0, b] for some b, 0 < b < cc. Let g: iR” -+ R” be a given 
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Ck-smooth function (k > 1) with g(0) = 0. The translation invariant 
equation, 
x(t) = J’” B(r) g(x(t - 5)) dr, (2.1) 
0 
admits the constant solution x(t) = 0. We are interested in the behaviour of 
a/l solutions which are near to this constant solution in a sense to be 
specified. 
Equation (2.1) is nonanticipative: the value of s at time to does depend 
only on the values of x(t) for t < to. So we can define an initial value 
problem by prescribing x(t) = 4(t), to - b < t < to, and solving (2.1) for 
t > to. Note, however, that in general 
x(t,,+> =f B(r) g(q& - t), dt # d(t,) = x(t,-). 
0 
This observation clearly shows that a continuous initial function is possibly 
mapped onto a discontinuous function by translation along the solution. 
Consequently the definition of a semiflow via this mapping (as it is usual in 
the theory of functional differential equations, cf. Hale [21]) faces a serious 
difficulty. Although one can overcome this difficulty [26], we propose an 
alternative construction. 
Behind the notion of a semiflow lies the idea to describe how certain 
objects (data), which single out a unique solution, evolve when time 
proceeds. It has been observed by Miller [37] and Miller and Sell [38] that 
in the theory of Volterra integral equations, forcing functions are such 
objects. 
So consider the equation 
x(t) = (‘B(r) g(x(t - t)) dr +f(t), t > 0, (2.2) 
0 
which we shall frequently write in the form 
x = B * g(x) +$ 
For a given function A say continuous, there exists a unique solution x 
defined for 0 < t < w(f). For each s E [0, w(f)) we detine lir(f, s) by 
II(f, s)(t) =f(t + s) + (“B(t + s - r) g(x(r>) dr. 
JO 
(2.3) 
This definition is suggested by the fact that n(f, s) is precisely the forcing 
function in the equation satisfied by the translated function x,(t) = x(t + s). 
Indeed, 
x, = B * g(x,) + IT(f, s). (2.4) 
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The uniqueness of solutions then implies the semigroup property 
wq.L s,), s2) = wf; Sl + sz), s,, s2 > 0, s, + s2 < w(f). (24 
In this setting it becomes nontrivial to distinguish between an initial value 
problem for an autonomous equation and for a “truly” forced equation. In 
the linear case this distinction has been discussed in [ 131. We repeat some of 
the arguments concerning autonomous problems here. We postpone a 
description of forced problems to Section 4. 
If (2.2) is derived from (2.1) with x specified on [-b, 01, i.e.. x(t) = Q(r), 
-b < t < 0, then f is given by 
f(t) = J.b B(z) g($(t - r)) ds. 
“I 
In particular, we observe that f vanishes for t > b. This motivates us to 
choose as underlying state space X, to which f belongs, a space of functions 
with support contained in the interval [O, b]. Note that this property is 
preserved under n(., s) (see (2.3) and recall that the support of B is 
contained in [O, b]). 
The mapping 4 t-f need not to be surjective. But if S vanishes for t > 6, 
(2.2) is precisely (2.1) for t > b. So, as far as the behaviour for t > b is 
concerned, (2.1) and (2.2) are equivalent. 
In order to avoid technical difficulties with the: substitution operator 
generated by the nonlinear function g, we want the elements of X to be 
bounded functions and. finally, we need that translation is continuous. So we 
are led to define 
X= (j-E BC(lF’+ ; R”)lf(t)=O,t>b} 
provided with the supremum-norm topology. 
For a definition of the concept “localsemiflow” we refer to Miller [37, 
p. 1531 or Miller and Sell [38, p. 41. The following theorem is a corohary of 
Theorem 1.1 in [38] (in the notation of [38] we take the compatible pair 
(Gz, ‘4?), see Theorem 11.3, and we observe that the mapping (1.5) changes 
neither g nor a; we remark that an elementary proof is possible if one 
assumes that g is globally Lipschitz). In particular the theorem expresses 
that ZZ is continuous. 
THEOREM 2.1. The mapping II defined by (2.3) is a local semiflow on X. 
For givenfE X, formula (2.3) defines n(J s) in terms of the solution x of 
(2.2). Conversely, one can bring out x again by means of the bounded linear 
operator u: X -+ IR ’ 
4.f) =f(O). w-5) 
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cr@y"fi s)) =&f(s) + is B(s -r) g(x(r)) dt = x(s). 
JO 
(2.7) 
In subsequent sections we shall frequently suppress the dependence on the 
function f in the notation. So instead of L’ we use X-valued functions F(s) = 
Z7(F(O), s). Nevertheless it is enlightening to keep 17 and its definition in the 
back of one’s mind. 
In this paper we concentrate on equations with a nonlinear function 
“inside” the integral, cf. (2.1). This is less restrictive than it seems since 
many equations of a different form can be transformed to (2.1). For instance, 
the equation 
x(t)= l--’ 
i 1 -0 
B’(r)x(t-r)dr) /1B2(r)x(t-r)dr 
-0 
is equivalent to a two-system of the form (2.1) (see Section 12; this obser- 
vation makes some of the work in [ 161 redundant). 
3. THE SEMIGROUP ASSOCIATED WITH A LINEAR EQUATION 
For given fE X the equation 
x=B*x+f (3.1) 
has a unique solution given explicitly by 
x=f-R*f, (3.2) 
where R, the so-called resofvent, is the unique, matrix-valued, locally 
integrable solution of 
R=B%:R-B. (3.3) 
For future use we mention that B x R = R * B and that R E Lp’(IR+). See 
1371. 
In this linear case the mapping n(‘J s) is defined for all s > 0 and can be 
written as 
m.L s> = GM (3.4) 
where for each s, T(s) is a linear mapping of X into itself. Using (3.2) we 
find the explicit representation 
(T(s)f)(t)=f(t+s)+ (B,-B, * R)*:./-(s). (3.5) 
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So T(s) is the sum of a shift-operator U(s) 
(3-c) 
and a (“smoothing”) operator V(sj 
(v(sjf)(t) = (B, -B, * R) *f(s). (3.7) 
On X, U(s) is nilpotent for each s > 0 (and vanishes for s > 6) and V(s) is 
compact. Formulas (3.5~(3.7) unambiguously define the action of T(s), 
U(s) and v(s) on any locally integrable function. We shall use the same 
symbols to denote the extended operators. Clearly (3.7) implies that the 
support of V(s)f is contained in [0, b]. The following result is useful. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each s E R +, V(s) is a continuous linear mapping of 
LFC(Tr + ; 1’“) into X. 
Next, we summarize some properties of T(s). 
THEOREM 3.2. {T(s)) forms a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded 
linear operators on X with infinitesimal generator A described by 
Q(A) = (f E X 1 f is absolutely continuous and 
f’(.) + B(.) a(f) is continuous} 
(470) =f’W + B(t) 4.f). 
The (closed) operator A has compact resolvent and 
(3.8) 
o(A) = P,(A) = (,I 1 det(l- B(k)) = 01. (3.9) 
We refer to [ 131 for a detailed proof in a slightly different setting. 
We emphasize that the spectrum of the generator coincides exactly with 
the roots of the characteristic equation det(l- B(A)) = 0 because we restrict 
the semigroup to a space of functions of compact support. 
THEOREM 3.3. One can decompose X as 
x=x-@X,0X+ 
(with corresponding projection operators P-, P, and P,) such that 
(i) T(s) and A are completely reduced by (X_~ , X0, X,), 
(ii) the spectrum of the restriction of A to X- ?X,, X, is precisely the 
subset of P,(A) that belongs to, respectively, the left half plane, the imaginary 
axis and the right half plane, 
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(iii) X0 and X, arefinite dimensional and on these subspaces T(s) can 
be naturally defined for s < 0 such that the group property is maintained, 
(iv) for any E > 0 there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
I( T(s)fjl < Ke(Y+-E)S llfll for s < 0 andfE I+, 
II Wfll G K& Ml for -CD < s < 0~) andf EX,,, (3.10) 
II T(s)f II G KetY-+ E)S llf II for s > 0 andf E X-, 
where 
Y+ :=inf(Re~ldEP,(A),Re~>O), 
y- := sup{Re i ] il E P,(A), Re A < 0). 
We remark that one can equally well decompose X according to a 
subdivision of P,(A) relative to some line {A ] Re A= const}, and that in this 
case appropriate analogues of the estimates (3.10) are valid. 
The appendix of [ 131 contains a detailed description of the elements of 
,,!‘(A - ,U)k and 9(A - 11)“. Moreover, in [ 131 the adjoints of T(s) and A 
are determined (though in an L, -L, context). It appears that the 
semigroup constructions on? respectively, initial functions and forcing 
functions are related to each other by duality. This point of view is 
developed more systematically in [14]. These results are useful if one wants 
actually to construct the operators P,, P, and P-. 
The projection operators extend to L,-functions with support in [0, b] (and 
hence to the columns of B). Moreover, the range of the extended operators 
P, and P, is contained in X (even in B(A); see Section 10 for an example). 
There are at least two ways to see this. Either one can use an explicit 
representation of P, and P, in terms of solutions of the “adjoint” equation, 
or one can first discuss the semigroup, the generator and the spectrum in an 
L ,-setting (see [ 131). 
From (3.5), (3.3) and (3.2) we deduce that (cf. (2.7)) 
u(T(s)f)=f(s)-R *f(s)=x(s). 
Putting f = B and using (3.3) once more we find 
(3.11) 
a(T(s) B) = -R(s) (3.12) 
(we define the action of T(s) on a matrix-valued function via the action on 
each separate column). 
If f E X-, then x = a(T(.)f) decays exponentially. However, this does not 
follow directly from the representation x = f - R *J: Therefore, motivated by 
(3.12), we introduce 
R -(s) = -a(T(s) P_ B) (3.13) 
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and we derive a representation in terms of this function. But first we state 
another auxiliary result which is the key point in the next section. 
LEMMA 3.4 
We shall frequently suppress the variable t and write 
V(s)f= is T(s - z) Bf(r) dz. (3.14) 
“’ 0 
It should be noted that this identity makes sense for any fE Lpc(IFi_ ; FiIi) 
and that V(s)fE X iffELpC(R+ ; W”) (Lemma 3.1). 
LEMMA 3.5 
(ij R-=B*R--P B, 
(ii) (r(s)P-f)(tj = (P- U(s)f)(t) -t ((P-B), -B, *R-) *<f(S), 
(iii) for s > b, u(T(s) P-f) = -R - *f(s). 
Prooj: (i) From the definition of T(s) (see (3.4) and (2.4)) we infer that 
R - is the solution of the equation Y = B *: Y - P_ B. Alternatively, one can 
define R - as the solution of this equation and then derive (3.13). 
(ii) By (i) and the definition of T(s) we have 
(T(s)P~B)(r)=-R,(t)+B*R;(t)=-R,(t)+B~:R-(s+t)-B,:i:R-(s) 
= (P-B),(s) - B, * R - (s). 
Next, T(s) = U(s) + V(s) and Lemma 3.4 imply that 
m! PYf= P-- U(s>f-t- is T(S - r) P- Bf(,t) dr 
-0 
and a combination of the identities proves the correctness of (ii). Note that 
we have changed the order of integration and application of the projection 
operator. For a discussion on this see the end of Section 4. 
(iii) 
s > 6.’ u 
This is a consequence of (i), (ii) and the fact that U(s) = 0 for 
The definition (3.13), the fact that the columns of T(b) P-B belong to X 
(Lemma 3.1), the semigroup property and the exponential estimate (3.10) for 
T(s) P._ jointly imply that the function t+ R-(r) eetY-+ E’T is absolutely 
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integrable on IR, for any E > 0. It is this property which makes Lemma 3.5 
useful. 
As a side remark we mention that R - admits an interpretation in terms of 
Laplace transforms. The function R ’ := R -R - corresponds, under inverse 
transformation, to the singularities of -(I - B(1))-’ i(1) in the closed right 
half plane. Compare for instance with [32]. Alternatively, one can describe 
R ’ in terms of quantities related to the generalized eigenspaces of A - 11 
and A * -AI, with 1 E P,(A) and Re i > 0. 
4. THE VARIATION-OF-CONSTANTS FORMULA 
In our approach a “forced” linear equation is an equation of the form 
x=B*x+f+h, 
where both f and h are given functions. Here f belongs to X and represents 
the “state” at time t = 0, while h describes the forcing (so there are no 
restrictions on the support of h). In this form the initial time is t = 0. More 
generally, we denote the initial time by u and the initial state by F(o). Our 
aim is to derive a formula which expresses the state at time s, denoted by 
F(s), in terms of F(G) and h. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let h E C(lR; IR”), 0 E IFi and F(a) E X be given. Let 
x: [a, co) -+ R” denote the unique solution of 
x, = B * x, + F(a) + h,. (4.1) 
For each s > CT define F(s) by 
x, = B * x, + F(s) + h,. (4.2) 
Then F(s) E X and 
F(s) = T(s - a) F(o) + is T(s - t) Bh(t) dt. 
0 (4.3) 
ProoJ Recalling the definition of T(s) (see (2.4), (3.4)) we observe that 
F(s) + h, = T(s - a)(F(a) + h,) = T(s - a) F(O) + h, + V(s - o) h,. 
So Lemma 3.1 implies that F(s) E X. Moreover, by Lemma 3.4, 
F(s) = T(s - a) F(u) + j;-O Z-(s - u - t) Bh,(s) dz 
= Z-'(s - u) F(u) + is T(s - 7) Bh(z) ds. 1 
-0 
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One can as well use (4.3) to define F(s) and subsequently bring out the 
solution of (4.1) via the operator a. More precisely, we put 
x(s) = c@(s)) + h(s), s 2 0, (4.4) 
and we shall show that x thus defined satisfies (.4.1 j. Applying u to (4.3), 
with s = G + t, and using (3.11) and (3.12), we see that 
u(F(a + t)) = F(u)(t) - (R * F(u))(t) -R * h,(r). 
On the other hand, by (4.4), @‘(a + t)) = x(cr t t) - h(o + t). Suppressing t 
in the notation we find 
and hence 
x, = F(o) + h, - R * (F(a) + h,) 
Brx,=Ba(F(o)+h,)-B*:R*(F(a)+h,) 
= -R * (F(o) + h,). 
A combination of the last two identities yields (4.1). So we conchtde that 
(4.1) and (4.3) are “equivalent” in the sense that (4.2) expresses I;’ in terms 
of x such that (4.1) implies (4.3), whereas (4.4) expresses x in terms of F 
such that (4.3) implies (4.1). This kind of equivalence between a convolution 
equation in R n and an integral-operator equation in X will be used 
repeatedly. 
Formal differentiation of (4.3) yields the inhomogeneous ordinary 
differential equation 
f (s) = AF(s) + Bh(s). 
So we have shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
mild solutions of this o.d.e. and solutions of (4.1). 
Our next objective is to apply the result to a nonlinear problem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the solution x of 
X, = B * g(x,) + F(o) 
be deJned for t E [o, o). Define F: [o, o) + X bJ7 
F(s) = Lf(F(a), s - a). 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Then F is continuous and 
F(s) = T(s - o) F(o) + j-P T(s - tj Br(a(F(r)) dt, 
-0 (4.7) 
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where 
r(x) := g(x) - x. (4.8) 
Converse[y, let F: [a, w) +X be a continuous function which satisjies (4.7). 
Then x dejked by 
x(s) = a(F(s)) (4.9) 
satisfies (4.5). 
ProofI The continuity of F defined by (4.6) is a consequence of 
Theorem 2.1. Define y = g(x), then (4.5) can be written as 
y, = B * 17, + F(o) + r(x,> (4. IO) 
which is of the form (4.1) with h = r(x). By (4.4), x = a(F) and hence we 
obtain (4.7) from (4.3). Conversely, by the discussion following 
Theorem 4.1, (4.7) implies y, = B x y, + F(o) + r(a(F)),, where y(s) = 
a(F(s)) + r(a(F(s))) = g(a(F(s))). Hence (4.9) leads to (4.5). 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. Zf g(x) = x + o(l xl), 1x1 1 0, then T(s) is the Frkhet 
derivative of II(-, s) in f = 0. 
Once again formal differentiation yields an o.d.e. in X: 
f = AF + Br(a(F)) = F’ + Bg(a(F)). 
In the third part we will analyse the situation where B depends on some 
parameter ,u. In particular it will be necessary to linearize with respect to 
both the “state” and the parameter, say at P = 0. In terms of the o.d.e. (4.11) 
the procedure is as follows. Let for each p E IF?‘“, B(u, .) be an n X n matrix 
valued L,-function with support contained in [0, b], and let g&, .) be a 
mapping of R” into itself. Defining r@. x) = g@, x) - x we regroup the terms 
in (4.11): 
$ = F' + NO, .> a(F) + W, -1 rCU, a(F)) + (HP, .> - BP, .>> g&, a(F)) 
= AF + B(O, -1 r@, a(F)) + (HP, a> - B(O. a>> g@, a(F)), 
where A denotes the generator corresponding to ,M = 0. This procedure 
suggests a version of the variation-of-constants formula which we now prove. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let T(s) denote the semigroup associated with B(0, ‘). 
Let u E R and F(a) E X be given. Let the solution x of 
x, = BCu, -I* gcU, 4 + F(o) (4.12) 
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be dejked for t E [a, w). Define F: [o, w) --f X by 
F(s) = ZZ($, F(a), s - a) (4.13) 
then F is continuous and 
F(s) = T(s - a) F(o) +jS T(s - r)(B(O, .) r@, a(F(5))) 
(T 
+ (HP, .) - B(O, .)>gcU, a(F(r)))l dr. (4.14) 
Converse&, let F: [a, w) +A’ be a continuous function Mlhich satisfies (4.14), 
then x de$ned by 
x(s) = W(s)? (4.15) 
satisfies (4.12). 
ProoJ The general formula can be obtained from the special case cr = 0 
via the semigroup property. So without loss of generality we put 0 = 0. 
Moreover, we write F(0) =J: 
L.et R denote the resolvent associated with B(0, .) then, by definition (2.3) 
of n and the representation (3.5) of T(s), 
F(s)(t) =f(t + S) + (Br+, . j * gQ4 4)(s) 
= V(s)fN) + P,C4 .I * gk -x))(s) 
- (B,(O, .) - B,(O, .) * R) a:f(s) 
(here a subscript denotes translation with respect to the second variable). In 
this formula we substitute f = x - B(u, .) * g(,u, x) and we regroup the terms 
as follows: 
F(s)(t) = (T(s)f)(t) + ((B,@, a) + (B,(O, a) - B (O, -I* R) 4: W, .I) 
* g@, x))(s) - ((B,(O, .> - B,(O, .> * R> :i:x)(s) 
= (%)f)(t) + is (T(s - 5) HP. .))W gcUv x(r)) dr 
- j-6 (T(s - rib,,, a)(t) x(r) dr. 
-0 
Using x(s) = a(F(s)) (by (4.13)) and g@, x) = x + r@, x) we obtain (4.14), 
with o = 0 and F(a) =J 
Next, let F be defined by (4.14), with u = 0 and F(u) = f, and .X by (4.15). 
Applying a to (4.14) and recalling (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain 
505;54:2-3 
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This identity is of the form y = R x 4’ with y =f+ B&, .) * g@, x) -x. A 
local contraction argument shows that necessarily J’= 0 and consequently 
(4.12), with o = 0 and F(a) =f, is satisfied. 1 
In conclusion of this section we discuss the decomposition of the 
variation-of-constants formula. The projection operators described in 
Theorem 3.3 commute with the integral from u to s in (4.3), (4.7) and (4.14) 
(indeed, this boils down to the interchanging of the order of two integrations) 
and with r(t) for any r. Thus, for instance, applying the projection P- on 
X- to (4.3) we obtain 
P-F(s) = T(s - a) P_ F(o) + 1‘ T(s - 5) P- Bh(r) dr. 
0 
Similar identities are valid for any of the projections and each version of the 
variation-of-constants formula. 
PART II: THE SADDLE POINT PROPERTY 
If A has no spectrum on the imaginary axis, the decomposition of X as 
described in Theorem 3.3 gives a very clear picture of the asymptotic 
behaviour, as s + k co, of solutions of a linear equation. In this part we shall 
show that, locally near zero, this picture remains valid for a nonlinear 
equation with g(x) = x + o(]xl), (x 1 0. An analysis of the case where A 
does have spectrum on the imaginary axis is postponed to the third part. 
In the nonlinear situation invariant manifolds replace the invariant linear 
subspaces of Theorem 3.3. We shall construct these manifolds and determine 
their properties in a number of steps. Our argumentation is inspired by Hale 
[20, 111.6; 21, 9.21. 
5. THE UNSTABLE MANIFOLD 
Our first step is the construction of a pseudo-inverse related to the linear 
problem for bounded functions on R-. More precisely, for given 
h E BC(R _ ; F?“) we want to describe those functions F E BC(IR _ ; X) which 
satisfy 
F(s) = T(s - a) F(o) + j-’ T(s - r) Bh(r) dt, -a2 <o<s,<o. (5.1) 
(r 
THEOREM 5.1. The expression 
(Xh)(s) =l; T(s - z) P, Bh(z) dr +l;, T(s - z) P-Bh(T) dt (5.2) 
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defines a continuous linear operator Z’: BC(R _ ; R “) -+ BC(IE _ ; X). 
Moreover, F =,h satisJies (5.1) and any FE BC(R _ ; X) which satisfies 
(5.I)isoftheforrn F=T(e)$+Zhforsome#EX+. 
Recalling that in the nonlinear problem h is replaced by r(u(F)) (see 
Theorem 4.2; r(x) = g(x) - x = 0(1x1), 1x1 I 0) we introduce a mapping 
.F:BC(R~;X)XX++BC(k:X), 
(5.3) 
F(F, 4) = F - T(. ) Q, - .fl(r(a(F))). 
Clearly .F(F? 4) = 0 if and only if 
F(s) = T(s - u) F(o) t I-6 T(s - r) Br(a(F(s))) dr: -al <u,<s<o, 
-0 
(5.4) 
and P, F(0) = $. We now show that the BC(IFi _ ;X) solutions can be 
(locally near zero) parametrized by 4 E X, . 
THEOREM 5.2. F E Ck, .F(.O, 0) = 0 and Zl F(O, O)/aF = Id. Conse- 
quently the implicit function theorem implies the existence and (local) 
uniqueness of a Ck-function F*(4), defined for 4 sufficiently small, such that 
x(F*(#), @I= 0. 
ProoJ The term .r(r(a(F))) is the composition of two continuous linear 
operators .Z~ and a and the substitution operator r: BC(R _ ; R”) + 
BC(R _ ; P”) defined by r(h)(s) = r(h(s)). Clearly r is Ck in this sense as 
well and its derivative in zero vanishes. Furthermore, .F is linear and 
continuous in 4. 1 
The unstable manifold is the image of the mapping %‘: X, +X defined by 
%(q5) = F*($)(O). Since F* is Ck, so is ??. Furthermore P, W(q) = $. 
THEOREM 5.3. (i) Im(P) is invariant in the sense that for 9 sufficiently 
small 
F”(#)(s) = %(P+ F*($)(s)). (5.5) 
(ii) Im(Z?) is tangent to X, at zero: d%(O) y/d4 = pi/. 
(iii) There exists a positive constant L such that, for szrfficiently small 
S > 0, SY is a diffeomorphism of the ball of radius 6 in X, onto the set 
(fE XI lW+f II G 6 and there exists a solution of (5.4) on IR_ such that 
F(0) =f and IIF(s)ll < L6, s < O}. 
We say that F(0) admits a backward continuation if we can find c < 0 and 
F(o) E X such that (5.4) holds for o < s < 0. We have found that a suitably 
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bounded backward continuation on R _ exists if and only if F(0) E Imp) 
and that there is at most one such continuation. However, in general 
backward continuation is not unique (not even in the linear case) and there 
may be many backward continuations on finite intervals. 
In the linear case bounded solutions in fact decay exponentially. This 
property is, as we now state, preserved under nonlinear perturbations. 
THEOREM 5.4. For each E > 0 there exists A4 = M(E) such that for 
I( # 11 < 6 with 6 suflciently small 
)I F*(#)(s)11 < M IIp%[l e(y+-E-‘(S)ir, 
Here v(6) 1 0 as 6 1 0. 
s ,< 0. 
F* is a C-function of Q but, as our next result shows, likewise F*(g) is a 
C-function of s. This is due to the fact that T(s) is differentiable on the 
finite-dimensional space X, . 
THEOREM 5.5 
F*(4) E Ck(IR _ ; X). 
ProoJ: Put J)(S) = P, F*($)(s), then 
y(s) = T(s) y(O) + j: T(s - 5) P, WaP/(.dr)))) dr, 
and consequently 
y’(s) = Ay(s) + P, Br(a(P(y(s)))). 
In terms of coordinates with respect to a basis for X,, this is a nonlinear 
o.d.e. with Ck right-hand side and therefore the solution is @+I. Since 
F*(#)(s) = %!(JJ(s)) and 2’ E Ck, the result follows. I 
Finally, we make ends meet and interpret our results in terms of solutions of 
the so-called limiting equation 
x(t) = ib B(r) g(x(t - r)) dr. 
-0 
(5.6) 
THEOREM 5.6. (i) Let x be a solution of (5.6) on (-a, 0] with 
Ix(t)1 < 6 for some 6 sufficiently small. Define fE X bJ> f(t) = 
jf’ B(r) g(x(t - r)) dr. Then f E Im(%) and x(s) = a(F*(P+ f )(s)), s ,< 0. 
(ii) Conversely, let f E Im(%) be given, then x defined by x(s) = 
a(F*(P+ f)(s)) satisfies (5.6) on (-a~, 01. 
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This theorem is nothing but a combination of Theorem 4.2 and 
Theorem 5.3 and it gives a parametrization of those solutions of (5.6) which 
are defined and suitably bounded on R _ . The translation invariance of (5.6) 
is reflected in the invariance (5.5) of P. 
Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 imply that these “infinitely old” solutions of (5.6) 
decay exponentially and are C%mooth. It seems to be difficult to arrive at 
the smoothness result by other means (at least without additional 
assumptions on the kernel B). 
6. THE STABLE MANIFOLD 
Starting from the continuous linear mapping 
%;: BC(R + ; R”) + BC(R + ; X), 
(Yh)(s) =I.‘ T(s - r) Pp Bh(z) dr + 1’ T(s - r) P, Bh(s) dr, 
0 “X 
one can give a characterization of the BC(P+ ; X) solutions of (5.4) in a 
neighbourhood of zero. The analysis proceeds along the same lines and we 
confine ourselves to a formulation of the final result. 
THEOREM 6.1. There exists a Ck-mapping .2’ of a neighbourhood of zero 
in X- into X such that 
(i) there exists a positive constant L such that for small 6 > 0, .Y is 
a dtjjfeomorphism of the ball of radius 6 in X- onto the set 
{fEX~~~P-fl~<o, LT(f,s) is definedfor all s>O and l~II(f,sjli<L6/. 
(ii) Im(9 j is tangent to X- at zero: d-2 (0) u//d4 = w, 
(iii) Im(.Y) is invariant under IL: 
qf, s) = LqP- H(f; s)) 
for all f E Im(Y) with IIP- f // sufficiently small, 
(iv) IIW s)ll GM llfll w((y- + E + $6)) s), s > 0, fE Im(W- 
provided lIPP f /( < 6. Here v(6) 1 0 as 6 1 0, 
(v) the solution of x = B * g(x) +f is defined for all t > 0 and 
satisfies Ix(t)1 < 6, for some 6 st.@ciently small, zf and only zff E Im(Y). 
COROLLARY 6.2 (exponential asymptotic stability). If the spectrum of A 
belongs to the left halfplane, then any solution of x = B * g(x) + f with f E X 
and //f 11 sufficiently small converges exponentially to zero. 
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We remark that the solution of x = B * g(x) +f with fE X satisfies the 
limiting equation (5.6) for t > 6. So also the stable manifold Im(9) gives a 
parametrization of solutions of (5.6), notably of those which are defined and 
suitably bounded on IR + . 
The subspaces X, and X- admit, in general, a further decomposition in 
T(s)-invariant subspaces characterized by growth rates of T(e) $ (see the 
remark following Theorem 3.3). Similarly the manifolds Imy) and Im(Y) 
contain submanifolds which are in one to one correspondence with solutions 
in some BP-space. Again the construction of such a submanifold can be 
based on operators like X and 9, defined on the appropriate spaces. We 
formulate one result which we need in the next section. We emphasize that 
this result holds equally well if some of the eigenvalues lie on the imaginary 
axis. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let q be any positive number such that A has no 
spectrum on the line Re A = q. Let Q denote the direct sum of the generalized 
eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues of A with real part exceeding q. 
There exists a Ck-mapping -W of a neighbourhood of zero in Q into X such 
that Im(V) coincides with the set off E X which admit a backward 
continuation on IFi- belonging to some neighbourhood of zero in 
BP(IR _ ; X). Moreover, Im(78’) is invariant in the sense that for f E Im(?V) 
and /(P, f 1) sufJicientIy small 
F*(f 16) = ~T,F”(f )(s)). 
Here F*df) denotes the backward continuation through f and P, the 
canonical projection on Q. Finally, Irn(ZZq is tangent to Q at zero. 
7. INFINITELY OLD POSITIVE SOLUTIONS 
In some problems from population biology (cf. [2, 121) one has a scalar 
equation (n = 1) with a non-negative kernel B such that 
.b 
! 
B(z) dr > 1. 
0 
In that case the characteristic equation 
j:B(r)e-lTdr= 1 
has a real, positive, simple root A* (sometimes called the Malthusian 
parameter) and all other roots satisfy Im L # 0 and Re L < 1”. 
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The eigenfunction of A corresponding to ;1* is 
t$(t) = e.t*t jb B(r) e-.3’r dr. 
t 
(7.1) 
The corresponding solution of the linear equation 
x(t) = j” B(r) x(t - r) dr 
0 
(7.2) 
is x(t) = c-r(T(t) f$) = e-l*’ and this is, modulo translation, the only positive 
solution of (7.2) defined and bounded for all time t < 0 (this follows from 
Theorem 3.3 and the fact that Im A # 0 for all i E o(A)\{k*}). 
Choose q E (0, A*) such that no eigenvalue 1 other than 1” satisfies 
Re k > 9. According to Theorem 6.3 we can associate with the nonlinear 
equation 
x(t) = 1 B(r) g(x(t - r)) dr (7.3) 
-0 
(with g(s) =x + 0(1x])) a one-dimensional invariant manifold Im(Y 1 
describing the BC’(P ; X)-solutions. 
THEOREM 7.1. Im(-Y’) consists of two submanifolds and each of these is 
in one-to-one correspondence with the translates of a sigrz-definite 
BP(R .~ ; R) solution of (7.3). 
Proof. We concentrate on positive solutions, 
Step 1. Since Im(Y”) is tangent to span{@/, we have lIT”(qij - F#I~ = 
o(l s/j, E --) 0. Therefore 
cf(YyEq5)) = E + O(.l& I) > 0 
for small positive s. 
Step 2. Let, for some 6 > 0, F*(P(&)) denote the backward 
continuation in BP(IE _ ; X) through ZP(&). Let P denote the projection 
onto c along 5?@ - A*I). Define c(s) by 
P(F”pq&))(s)) = i(s) $3 
then [: IFi _ + R is a continuous function and i(O) = 6. Furthermore, < can 
not vanish since then, by the invariance relation 
F*(?v(@))(s) = w-g-(s) I), 
F*(V(l$)) would be identically zero. So c(s) > 0 and c(s) --f 0 as s--t -co. 
(In fact [ is the solution of an ordinary differential equation {’ = A*[ + o(c), 
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c(O) = 6 and consequently [ is monotone increasing in a neighbourhood of 
the origin). 
Step 3. Combining steps 2 and 3 we find 
for s sufficiently close to --co. So the backward continuation is positive for 
those values of s. Finally, the fact that (0,6] c 2((r) implies that 
F*(Z/(6#))(s) fills “half’ of the manifold. More precisely, we conclude that 
the backward continuation through ZY(s#) with 0 < E < S is obtained by an 
appropriate translation of F*(??Y(&j)). Upon application of u we obtain the 
stated result. 1 
In the linear case we found that every positive solution, defined and 
bounded on IR-, is a translate of exp(A.*t). In the nonlinear case we now 
have a similar existence and uniqueness result, but the uniqueness is, until1 
now, limited to positive BP(lR _ ; R)-solutions. However, it so happens that 
any positive solution “on” the unstable manifold is in this class. In [ 121 the 
necessary a priori exponential estimate was given, but as was pointed out to 
one of us by H. Thieme, the proof contains an error. In [ 151 Tauberian 
methods are used to prove the estimate for integral equations which are not 
necessarily of Volterra type. Here we shall give another proof, based on 
ideas of H. Thieme, but completely rewritten in the language we have 
developed in the preceding sections. We refer to a forthcoming paper of 
H. Thieme for similar results in the much more general case of Banach-space 
valued functions [49]. 
We start with some auxiliary results. We shall write f > 0 for some fE X 
iff(t) > 0 for all t E (0, b]. Throughout we use that B > 0. 
LEMMA 7.2. The resoluent R is nonpositive and there exist r>, 0 and 
6 > 0 such that 
-R(r)>6 for r E .[<, 5+ 2bl. 
“Proof”: See the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [ 151. The basic idea is that 
-R = C& Bk*, where Bk* denotes the k-times iterated convolution of B 
with itself. For the present inequalities the sense of convergence of the 
infinite sum is irrelevant. 
LEMMA 7.3. VA >f,, then T@)fi Z V)f,. 
ProoJ This follows directly from the explicit representation (3.4), the 
nonnegativity of B and the nonpositivity of R. 1 
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LEMMA 7.4. If f > 0, then, with < and 6 as in Lemma 7.2, 
T(s + < -I- 2b)f>, al’f(r) dt e”*‘gi. 
0 
Proof By the representation (3.4) and Lemma 7.2 we have 
(T(5 + 2b)fjttj > -B, * R *f(l + 2bl 
.b .l+?b-r 
= 
J ! 
B(t + < + 26 - 5 - a)(-R(o)) duf(r) dZ 
0 -0 
> S j”f(r) ds J.‘B(r) dr > 6 ff(r) dt 4(t). 
0 -t "0 
The result then follows from the semigroup property, Lemma 7.3 and the fact 
that T(s) @ = exp@ *s j 4. I 
THEOREM 1.5. Assume B is bounded and let x be any positive solution of 
(7.3) defined on iR _ and such that lim,-,-,, x(t) = 0. Then x E BC”(IP ~. ; IF). 
ProoJ Choose E > 0 such that the positive real root A*(E) of 
(1 - e) 1” B(r) e-<” dr = 1 
JO 
exceeds q. Choose ~7 such that g(J)) > (1 - E) y for 0 < y < jX We may 
assume that 0 < x(t) <<I for -cc < t < b (if not we first translate x). Define 
for s<O 
F(s)(t) =I B(s) g(.x(s + t - e)) dz. 
Let T,(s) denote the semigroup associated with the kernel (1 - E) B and 
define similarly $, as in (7.1) and a(s), C(E) as in Lemma 7.2. From the 
variation-of-constants formula (4.7) induced by g(x) = (1 - E) x + g(x) - 
(1 - F) x we conclude that 
F(s) 2 T,ts - 0) F(a) 
and by Lemma 7.4 we subsequently obtain 
Application of a then yields (put s = 0) 
job F(c7 r dr < const . e.‘*‘E)O, jt ) 
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It remains to convert this estimate into an estimate for x. Let L be a 
Lipschitz constant for g on (O,J~], and let R’ denote the resolvent associated 
with the kernel LB. Then x, <LB * x, + F(s) and therefore x, <F(s) - 
R’ * F(s). Taking t = b we obtain 
x(s + b) G j6 x(b - s) F(s)(z) dt 
0 
< const 
I 
b F(s)(t) dr 
0 
< const . e.lTisjr 
(here we use that, since B is bounded, R” is bounded on [0, b]). 1 
One can sharpen Theorem 7.5 by stating conditions which guarantee that 
lim I+--oo x(t) = 0. Let 9 be defined by 
y=inf I,>0 )g(y)<[/obB(r)dr)-‘y[. 
Then any solution of (7.3) which also satisfies 0 < x(t) <F for --03 < t < 0 
necessarily has lim,, _ icI x(t) = 0 (see the proof of Lemma 4.2 of [ 151). 
In the population models the only relevant solutions are the non-negative 
ones. The results of this section show that there is, module time-translation, 
one and only one biologically meaningful way to leave a neighbourhood of 
an unstable trivial equilibrium (here “trivial” means that there is no 
population at all). In [12] it was shown that in a certain well-defined sense 
(involving translation) solutions of x = B * g(x) + sf with f> 0 converge to 
the positive solution of (7.3) as E 10. This approximation can be used to 
derive that the positive solution is monotone increasing, at least on an 
interval of the form (--co, to]. (See [ 121.) Whether or not it remains 
increasing (and positive) as t --t +co depends on global properties of g. 
PART III: A CENTER MANIFOLD AND 
THE HOPF BIFURCATION THEOREM 
If A has some eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, the stability character of 
the zero solution is sensitive to perturbations in both the linear and the 
nonlinear part of the equation. We shall introduce a parameter p into the 
equation in order to incorporate perturbations of the linear part. 
We shall construct a nonlinear analogue of X0, called a center manifold. 
The construction requires a modification of the nonlinearity outside some 
neighbourhood of zero and, as a consequence, some matters like uniqueness, 
differentiability and relationship with the original equation are much more 
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complicated than in the case of the stable or unstable manifold (see [44] for 
a detailed analysis of these questions). 
Nevertheless a center manifold and the o.d.e. associated with it are, as is 
well known, convenient tools in the analysis of the Hopf bifurcation problem 
(cf. [4; 5; 27; 35; 39, pp. 195-206; 401). 
Although most of our results are well known in the context of other 
dynamical systems, they seem to be new for Volterra integral equations. 
8. DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS OF A PSEUDO-INVERSE 
Let Q be a compact subset of Rm with zero in its interior. For each fi E J2, 
let B(u, .) be an II x rz-matrix valued L,-function with support contained in 
[0, b]. Let T(s) and A denote the linear semigroup and generator associated 
with B(0, .). Assume that some of the eigenvalues of A lie on the imaginary 
axis. Define X, P and y with lower indices +, - or 0 as in Theorem 3.3. 
Choose some number q in the interval (0, min{ Y+ , -y- }). 
Motivated by formula (4.14) we introduce the inhomogeneous linear 
equation 
F(S) = T(S - a) F(@ + is T(S - 7) B(o, .j hd7) d7 
.L7 
+ ii T(s - ~)(Bt.,u, -) - B(0, a)) h2(.1.) dr, 
-cJ 
s > Is. (8.1) 
and a mapping 
T(s - r) P_B(O, .) h,(r) d7 
+ \sT(s-7)P,B(0,~)h,(7)d7 
-0 
+-[l T(s-7)P+B(O:)h,(7)d7 
+js T(s - 7) P-(II@, .) - B(0, .)) h:(7) dt 
--SC, 
+ [' T(s-7)Po(BCu,.j-B(0,.))h?(7) d7 
-0 
+ (-' T(s - 7) P+(BQ, a) - B(0, .)) h2(7) d7. (8.2) 
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THEOREM 8.1. For Jxed ,a, 2’?‘Q, ., .) is a continuous linear mapping of 
BCn(lR; R”) x BCv(R; R”) into BC’(lF?; X). Moreover, F =X(,a, h,, h2) 
satisj?es (8.1) and any FE BC”(R; X) which satisfies (8.1) is of the form 
F=T(.)$+X@,h,,h,)forsome#EX,,. 
The proof is based on Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.5. 
In subsequent applications we shall need continuity and even differen- 
tiability with respect to p. Of course one can make the dependence on iu as 
smooth as one wants by making suitable assumptions concerning the depen- 
dence of B on ,u. However, we want to include in our analysis the case where 
some parameter is a “delay” (for example, take n = /n = 1 and B(a, .) is the 
characteristic function of [O,p]; also see Hale [22] and Hale and Oliveira 
[23]). For that reason we want to have weak assumptions concerning the 
p-dependence of the kernel. 
For each ,n E .O, B(,u, .) defines a mapping of C([O, 61; R”) into R” as 
follows: 
w F+ \‘B@, 5) v(r) dr. 
-0 
We assume that iu E+ B(,a, .) is differentiable in this sense or, more precisely, 
we make the 
Assumption. 
is a C%mooth (k > 1) mapping of J2 into NB V( [0, b] ; R” xn). 
The projections P, and P, are, with respect to some basis for X, and X0, 
given by integral operators with a continuous (even analytical) kernel (see 
Section 10 for an example and [ 131 for the general case). Hence our 
assumption implies that p t, P, B(,u, .) and ,u w P,B(,u, -) are C-smooth. 
We conclude that all difficulties are concentrated in X--components. 
Our assumption is not strong enough to achieve that X is differentiable 
with respect to ,u. However, it so happens that the mapping 
c&T-z Q x BC’(lR; IF?“) x BCq(R; R”)+ BC”(R; iR”) 
is at the same time more important than .Y and more smooth than .A?. We 
can prove 
THEOREM 8.2. a3 is Ck. 
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Proof. We know already that ti is linear and continuous in h, and h? 
and that P, B(,LL, .) and P,B(p, .) are differentiable. It remains to prove that 
the mapping of Q x BC”(lFi; R”) into BCv(R; [R”) defined by 
(ii, h) N lo u(T(s) Pm B(,u, a)) h(s - r) ds 
0 
is differentiable. 
Because of Lemma 3.5(ii) (take t = 0) the integral consists of two terms. A 
proof of the differentiability of the first term 1,” a(P- U(z) B(,u, .)) . 
h(s - r) dz can be patterned after the corresponding proof for the second 
term 
..* .z 
/ ( R-(r-o)B(p,a)h(s-rjdads 
-0 *o 
.b .m 
=! 1 R~(~)B~,o)h(s-r-a)dtdu. 
0 ‘0 
So we only give the latter. Moreover, we confine ourselves to the case k = 1. 
Let <(,u, .) E NBV( [0, b]; ip”” “) be the derivative of ,u F+ 1: B& 7) dt. 
Then for each E > 0 we can find 8= (S(E) such that 
, .b .oc 
e-dSl 
I! 1 
dsK(r)d, (BCU + 6 P> - HA P>> 4
0 “0 
- (-(/I, a) 
1 
h(s - r - a) 
< Var J-. *U 
l’J,bl ( 6 j, PCu + 4 P> - HP, P>> dp - UP, 4) 
x sup O<~<b lorn IR-(r)l Ih(s - r-o/ dr . c”” 
. \ 
provided 6 < 8. I 
9. CONSTRUCTION OF A CENTER MANIFOLD 
Let g(., .) be a Ck-mapping (k> 1) of S x IR” into IFi” such that g($, X) = 
s + r@, x) with r&O) = 0 and &(u, O)/ax = 0. Recalling formula (4.14) we 
are tempted to introduce, for instance, 
f/A F) -.x01, rC.p, a(F)), gf& a(F))). 
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However, in general growth restrictions on F are not reproduced by 
rCu, WI) and gcU. a(F)) an d consequently this prescription does not define a 
mapping between the right spaces. 
In order to remedy this shortcoming we modify r($, -) and g@, .) outside 
some neighbourhood of zero in R”. Of course we then need to interpret the 
final results with the requisite care. 
Let 5: R, --t R be a Cm-function such that 
(i) t(v) = 1 for 0 <<4~ < 1, 
(ii) 0 < r(y) < 1 for 1 < y < 2, 
(iii) e(v) = 0 for y > 2. 
Define, for some positive parameter 6 which will be chosen to satisfy suitable 
bounds later, 
(9.1) 
We are interested in “small” solutions of 
x’(t) = lb B@, 7) g@, x(t - 7)) dt, --co<t<+co, (9.2) 
-0 
and therefore it is reasonable to first study solutions of the modified equation 
x(f) = j" (B(0, r)x(t - z))dr 
0 
+ 1” (HP, 7) -BP, 7)) &, x(t - 7)) dr 
-0 
(9.3) + jb B(0, 7) rY,u,x(t - 7)) ds. 
-0 
According to Theorem 4.4 we can equally well study 
F(s)= T(s - o)F(o)+j' T(s - t){B(O, .)7&y a(F(7))) 
0 
+ (BCU, a) - BP, .))icU, W(7)))} d7, cl < s. (9.4) 
Subsequently Theorem 8.1 shows that this problem is equivalent to 
F = T(e) 4+ ,~CP, r’cu, a(F)), cf@, a(F))). (93) 
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However, as stated before, in this form we are not assured of differentiable 
dependence on ,u. 
Suppose F satisfies (9.5), then x = a(F) satisfies 
x = a(T(.) $4) + czl-qu, lyu, x), &l, x)). (9.6) 
Conversely, suppose x satisfies (9.6); then F defined by F = T(.) 4 + 
jr@, ?b, x), g&, x)) satisfies (9.5). Therefore we concentrate on (9.6) which 
may be viewed as a rewriting of (9.3) with emphasis on BC”(R; R”)- 
solutions. 
Define 
.F: BC”(R; R”) x a x x, + BC”(R; lRn) 
F(x, p, $) = x - a( T( .) (ii) - (XAqLl, qu, xj, &L x)). 
Since the substitution operators are not C-smooth in BP spaces, it is 
impossible to apply the implicit function theorem. However, for small p and 
6 and for all 4 E X0, x - Z(X, ,u, $) defines a contraction and consequently 
there exists a unique fixed point x * = x*@, #)? smooth as a function of ,K 
The differentiability with respect to 4, which we need, can be demonstrated 
as follows. For 0 <,a < r] and p, S small enough, x* is an element of BP’, 
11~ = km ‘(17 - p), as well. The substitution operators 7 and g are C” smooth 
from BC”l into BC” (Lemma 4.1 in [45]). Using this fact one can conclude 
that the fixed point of the linear variational equation is in fact the derivative 
of x* with respect to Q viewed as a mapping of X, into BP. By induction 
(see Theorem 2.1 in [45] for the details) we arrive at the following: 
THEOREM 9.1. There exists a unique Ck-function x* = x*(,u, 4) deBned 
on a neighbourhood of (0,O) in l2 x X0 such that .3’(x*(u. #),,u, 9) = 0. 
Remark 1. We emphasize that x* gives a parametrization by p and $ of 
“small” BCO(IFI; Ip”) solutions of (9.3). These are also solutions of (9.2) if 
and only if in addition 1 x*(& 4)(s)] < 6, --co < s < co. Note that 
x*(&O) = 0. We define 
F*b 4) = T(e) 4 +xcU, %A x*cU, $)I, go13 x%, #)>> 
and, finally, the center manifold as the image of 
5F7:QXXx,+X, 
where 
(9.7) 
(9.8? 
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Note that F* and @ are Ck with respect to 4 but not necessarily with respect 
to ,u. On the other hand aq(,u, 4) = a(F*(p, 4)(O)) =x*@, 4)(O) is Ck with 
respect to both ,D and 4. 
The tangency relation Z(O, 0) I,v/@ = v and the invariance relation 
F*Cu, 4)(s) = g’cu, PoF*k 4)(s)), (9.9) 
are easy consequences of the definition. Note that now 
F*Cu, q+)(s) = fi@, F*cU, 4)(o). s - a>, s > 0, 
where I? is the semiflow associated with the modified equation (9.3). So 
“invariant” refers to Z7. 
In order to arrive at an ordinary differential equation we put 
Y(S) = PoF*cU, 4)(s). 
Then 
(9.10) 
and consequently 
+ P,(BcU, .I -WI a)> &,4 aW4 y(s)>). (9.11) 
In terms of coordinates with respect to a basis for X,,, this is a nonlinear 
o.d.e. with a right-hand side which is Ck in y (and also in ,u). Hence 4’ is a 
Ckf ‘-function of s and therefore x*(,L, i)(s) = atT(p,Jfs)) is at least 
Ck-smooth as a function of s. 
In certain situations the smoothness with respect to s adds to the 
smoothness with respect to ,u. By this we mean the following. If k = 1 in the 
foregoing, then a+? E C’ and 
It is possible that the right-hand side is differentiable with respect to ,D 
although L? itself is not C2 with respect to ,u. For instance, this happens if 
g(., .) is C’ and if the mapping 
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is two times differentiable uniformly for v/ in any bounded subset of 
C’([O, b]; R”). H ere “uniformly” refers to the convergence in the definition 
of differentiability and, in addition, it intends to express that the derivative 
depends continuously on the Cl-norm of v. (Again we have in mind 
examples like n = m = 1 and B(,u, .) is the characteristic function of [O? ,u].) 
Since g(., .) E C2 also implies that a@ is C* with respect to 4 we conclude, 
using (9.11) and the formula for &&F/&I above, that under these 
assumptions u@(~, .) is Cl. These arguments are inspired by similar ones in 
Hale [22]. 
In conclusion of this section we shall be concerned with the attractivity of 
the center manifold in the case that X, = (0). This property is very helpful if 
one wants to show that for fixed p = 0 the stability of the zero solution is 
completely determined by the stability of the origin with respect to the o.d.e. 
(9.11) (cf. Hale [25], H ausrath [28] and the references given there) and, 
likewise, if one wants to show that the stability of a bifurcating periodic 
solution is determined by the stability of the corresponding solution of (9.11) 
(see Section 11 and [39, pp. 195-206; 401). 
THEOREM 9.2. Let B be bounded and suppose that X, = (O}. For each 
E > 0 there exists ,il = ,G(E) and 5 = 8(&j such that? provided jp / < #ji and 6 < 8, 
any two solutions F, and F2 of (9.4) on [0, s] which sari@ P,F,(s) = P,F2(s) 
necessarily also satisjj 
lIPp F,(s) - P- Fz(s)ll < Ke”ym”“” lIP_F,(O) - P- F1(0)ll 
for some constant K = K(E) independent of s. 
The extra assumption that B is bounded is not absolutely necessary. 
However, it makes it possible to estimate T(s)(B(,u, .) - B(0, .)), etc.. in the 
supremum-norm and, as a consequence, the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [ 1 ] 
applies without modification. 
LEMMA 9.3. Let B be bounded. Then there exists @ > 0 such that 
jl(q - PO@)@, $)I1 is bounded uniformly in 4 and \,a / < ,LX 
ProoJ 
(F - Pog)(,u, #) = 1 T(T){P- B(0, .) F(ur, a(FY,u, #?)>(-r) 
“0 
+ P-(HP, .I -BP, .)j BP, W*@, #>j>(-r) I dr 
+ i” WW+B(O~ 4 r%r, u(F”o1, (SW4 . --m 
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We know that g($, a) and P(u, a) are bounded by constants which depend 
continuously on 6 (the modification parameter) and p. Because B is bounded 
we may estimate T(S) P,(B(,u, .) - B(0, .)) in the supremum norm. 1 
COROLLARY 9.4 (attractivity of the center manifold). Let B be bounded 
and suppose X, = {O}. There exist positive constants K and ji such that 
II~(P,F(s)) - F(s)11 < Ke-“‘, s E iFi + and l,u I,< ,ii, where F is a solution of 
(9.4) and K is a constant which depends onb on P-F(O). 
Proof: First we observe that by the global Lipschitz character solutions 
of (9.4) can always be continued to +co. F and F*(a, P,F(s))(. -s) are 
solutions of (9.4) and the conditions of Theorem 9.2 are satisfied. Hence 
II WPY P!P(s>) - F(s)ll = IIF*cu, Pcm))P) - F(s>ll 
= lip-(F*cU, PoF(s))(O) - F@)>ll 
< Ke(Y-fE’S 1) P_ F*(,a, POF(s))(-s) - P- F(O)ll, 
and for E sufficiently small y- + e ( 0. Finally we use the preceeding 
lemma. I 
Remark. If X, has positive dimension, one still has the same results for 
solutions which remain for all positive time in a certain neighbourhood of 
the origin. This is sometimes called “local” or “conditional” attractivity. 
COROLLARY 9.5. Let B be bounded and suppose X, = {O}. For ,u and 6 
suflcientlq, small any solution of (9.4) defined on IR lies on the center 
manifold, or, in other words, satisfies 
10. SIMPLE EIGENVALUES ON THE IMAGINARY AXIS 
In this section we make some preparations for the study of the Hopf bifur- 
cation problem. We omit the (elementary) proofs. In [ 131 some of the 
underlying ideas are presented systematically. First of all we derive a 
criterion for simple eigenvalues in terms of properties of the characteristic 
function 
dO1,I)=l~~B~,r)e--‘L’dr. (10.1) 
LEMMA 10.1. The following two assertions are equivalent: 
(i) io is a simple eigenvalue of A, 
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(ii) there exist a column n-uectorp(0) # 0 and a row n-vector q(0) # 0 
such that 
(a) d(0, iw) v = 0 implies v = cp(O)for some c E C, 
@) wl(0, iw) = 0 implies w = cq(0) for some c E (2, 
(y) q(0) &l (0, io) p(O)/% = 1. 
Throughout the rest of this section we assume that iw is a simple eigenvalue 
and that p(0) and q(0) are as in the Lemma 10.1. 
LEMMA 10.2 
X=-P”(A -iwI)@.S(A -iwI) 
and the associated projection onto -,,lr(A - io>I) is given by 
Pf =Pkf >5 (10.2) 
q(t) = eiwtq(O j, (10.3) 
p(t)=e’“’ (I-J,‘e -iwrB(O, r) dr) p(O), (10.4) 
(4.f) := !o” s(-r)./-(r) dr. (10.5) 
If iw is a simple eigenvalue, so is -icL) (recall that B(., a) is real-valued) and 
the corresponding projection is given by p(&,f). The definitions 
@ = (P, F), y’= q ( 1 4 
(10.6) 
allow us to represent the canonical projection onto J”(A - ioI) @ 
. . $‘(A + iwI) by 
Pf= @(~,f> (10.7) 
We observe that 
PB = @Y(O). (10.8) 
Furthermore we note the relation 
( 
iws 
T(s)@=@ e. 
0 
e &$ 
(10.9) 
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We end this section with a formula for the first variation of the simple 
eigenvalue with respect to ,u. 
LEMMA 10.3. The equation 
4ib J,)(P(O) + c-1 = 0, A E 6, C E 9(d(O, iw)), 
has a unique solution /z = A(u), < = &u) such that I(O) = icr, and ((0) = 0. 
These are Ck-functions and 
L’(0) = -q(O) $ (0, io)p(O). 
11. HOPF BIFURCATION 
The most important conclusion of the analysis in Section 9 is that all 
small solutions of (9.2) are, for small p, described by the o.d.e. (9.11). 
Consequently results from the theory of o.d.e.‘s yield results for the Volterra 
integral equation (9.2). In particular the vast collection of results about Hopf 
bifurcation (see [4-7, 31, 35, 42, 431, several contributions in [39] and the 
references given there) carries over. 
In Sections 8 and 9 we have formulated sufficient conditions on B and g 
such that the right-hand side of the o.d.e. (9.11) is a Ck-function of ,B and $ 
(in particular we recall the remarks some lines below formula (9.11)). In this 
section we assume throughout that k> 2 and sometimes that k > 3. 
Moreover, we limit ourselves to the case m = 1, that is, p is a scalar 
parameter. The only work that remains to be done is to relate other 
assumptions and quantities connected with the o.d.e. to assumptions and 
quantities expressed in terms of B and g. This is a matter of calculus and in 
this section we perform the calculations for the simplest case. We shall use 
the notation and the definitions of Section 10. 
THEOREM 11.1. Assume that 
(i> k>2, 
(ii) fiw are simple eigenvalues of A and *iol& a(A) for I = 0, and 
1 = 2, 3, 4 )...’ 
(iii) Re(q(0) &l(O, iw) p(O))/a,u # 0. 
Then there exist C’-functions ,u*(~), #*(E) and p*(e) (with values in, respec- 
tively, R, X,, and R and defined for E sufJiciently small) such that i*(O) = 0 
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and p”(0) = 2izw-’ and such that x*(/l*(&), 4*(c)) = c@@*(E), P,,lqU”(Fj: 
$I(&), -)) is a p *(&)-periodic solution of the equation 
x(t) = (.’ B(JI, f) g(‘,u, x(t - r)) dz- 
a0 
with ,u = p*(e). Moreover, if x is any small periodic solution of this equation 
with ,u close to 0 and period close to 21ro- ‘, then necessarily ,D = ,u*(E), the 
period is p*(e) and module translation x =X*@“(E), $*(E)). 
Prooj According to the well-known Hopf bifurcation theorem for o.d.e.‘s 
(see, for instance, Crandall and Rabinowitz [ 71) we only have to check that 
(iii) implies that the relevant eigenvalue of the matrix Mb), describing the 
linear part of the o.d.e. (9.1 I), crosses the imaginary axis with positive speed. 
With respect to a suitable basis for X0 we find, using a(&)(O, 0) ~/a$ = 
u(v), 
A{, ,@) = ion + (4, BCu, -> - W, .)> P(O) + 00~) 
= ice + q(O)(d(O, ice) - A@, io))p(O) + o(p). 
As in Lemma 10.3 it follows that M(D) has an eigenvalue A@) such that 
n(O) = iw and 
l’(0) = -q(O) g (0. iw)p(O). 
(Of course this eigenvalue of M@) is identical to A@) found in Lemma 10.3, 
but a proof of this fact seems to require many more arguments.) So indeed 
(iii) is the appropriate transversality condition. i 
As in the case of o.d.e.‘s we have the symmetry relations 
pU*(--E) =,LP(&), P”(--E) =p”(e), 4*(--F) = P,J@“(e), 4*(E), 4P”(4) 
(see [71). 
Our next goal is a formula for the third term in the Taylor expansion of 
P*(E) (note that the second term necessarily vanishes). It is well known that 
the sign of this term determines whether or not the critical Floquet multiplier 
of the bifurcating periodic solution of the o.d.e. exceeds 1. Hence, under 
some further assumptions, the stability or instability of the bifurcating 
periodic solution can be concluded from an evaluation of the formula which 
we shall give. As a by-product we obtain a formula for the third term in the 
Taylor expansion of P*(E). 
It is known that the direction of bifurcation can be deduced from the 
stability of the origin of the o.d.e. with p = 0 (see Chafee [4, 51). The 
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stability analysis goes back to the work of Liapunov [33] (see also [34] and 
in the case of retarded equations Hale [25] and Hausrath [28] and the 
references given there). 
Let z(s) denote the coefftcient ofp in J’(S). Then from (9.11) with ,U = 0 we 
obtain 
2 = ioz + q(0) r’o, ag’(03 pz + p5 + v)). (11.1) 
Here v denotes the remaining component in X0, if any. Let g, denote the 
coefftcient of z’s/i!j! in the Taylor expansion of the right-hand side at 
z = 0, ~1 = 0. Following Hassard and Wan [27] we introduce the quantity 
i 
Cl =2w ( g*og,, -k,,g,, -~fgo2g02) +$*I. 
(11.2) 
THEOREM 11.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem Il. 1, but now with 
k > 3, we have 
p*(E) = - 
Re c, 
Re 1’(O) 
E2 + O(EZ), 
p*(e)=% (l- (Imc,- 
P*(E) = e2Reclc2 + o(E2), 
where A’(0) = -q(O) &I(O, io)p(O)/ap and where P*(E) is a characteristic 
multiplier of the bifurcating periodic solution of (9.12). 
Prooj If fiw are the only eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, the result 
follows from Hassard and Wan [27, formulas (9), (lo), (13)]. If there are 
other eigenvalues on the imaginary axis which, however, satisfy the 
nonresonance condition (ii) of Theorem 11.1, one can follow the approach of 
Crandall and Rabinowitz [7]. This leads at first to formulas which look 
quite different. However, some perseverance, some knowledge of the theory 
of o.d.e.‘s and a lot of paper is all that is needed to rewrite these in the 
required form. This is the way we proceeded. Alternatively, one can also 
transform the equation into normal form like in Schmidt [42, Sect. 41 and 
apply the inverse transformation to his formula for the characteristic 
multipliers. See also Chow and Mallet-Paret [6] and Stech [43]. m 
COROLLARY 11.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 11.2 be satisfied and 
assume in addition that 
(i) fro are the only eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, 
(ii) Re A’(O) > 0 and Re cr # 0. 
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Then the bifurcating periodic solution is asymptotically orbitally stable with 
asymptotic phase as a solution of the o.d.e. (9.12) if and only 5f,u “(F) > 0 for 
small c f 0. 
ProoJ The o.d.e. is two-dimensional and ,8 and 1 are the only charac- 
teristic multipliers corresponding to the linear variational equation associated 
with the periodic solution. The result follows for instance from Hale f20. 
Chap. VI]. I 
By Corollary 9.4 we know that the center manifold is exponentially 
attractive if there are no eigenvalues of A in the right half plane (and if B is 
bounded). In this situation the stability of the periodic solution in a full 
neighbourhood of the origin is in fact determined by the stability within the 
center manifold. A very elegant and simple proof is given by Hassard. 
Kazarinoff and Wan [39, pp. 195-2061. Although the assumptions that they 
make are not satisfied here, the proof of this part of their work can be 
carried over literally. See also Negrini and Tesei [40]. 
Corollary 11.3 and the remarks above show that the Principle of Exchange 
of Stability holds. (See [7,41].) 
Finally, we shall express c, in terms of p(O), q(O), Fourier transforms of 
B(0. .) and derivatives of r(0, .). 
LEMMA 11.4. Assume k > 3, then 
g20 = 4(O) g (0, o)p(o)2q 
go2 = 4(O) 2 (0, 0) P(O) 23 r 
g?_1= do) g (0, WPW, P(O)) 
- @O) ul(O)) g (03 O)(PW, Pm ,) 
+ q(O) $ (0,O) (p(o), d(o, 2io)-‘(I - A(0, 2iw) 
- 6(2iw) Y(O)) 2 (0,O) p(O)‘), 
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ProoJ 
Step 1. Using the definition of g, in terms of the Taylor expansion of 
the right-hand side of (1 Ll), the fact that &(O, 0)/h = 0 and 
hawk 0) v/@ = a(w), we find from a straightforward calculation the first 
three identities as well as 
g2, = 4(O) $ (03 O)(P(O)‘Y P(0)) 
+ 2dO) $ (03 0) (P(O), F (0, O)(P(O), P(0))) 
+ 4(O) s a2r (- a;;” (O,O)p(O)‘). P(O), 2 
Step 2. So we have to determine the second term in the expansion of 
cH(O, 4) with respect to 4. From c@(O, 4) = ~“(0, 4)(O) and the equation 
satisfied by x* we deduce that 
Step 3. Next we recall some identities from the linear theory. The 
formula lr e P2”‘Z(t)fdr = (AI - A )- ‘f holds in general for Re A sufficiently 
large, but also in the particular case that fE XP and Re A> 0. Similarly we 
have for Re A < 0 and fE X, the identity j;” e-“‘T(r)fdz = (AI - A)-‘f 
(use a basis for X, and evaluate the integral). Furthermore, we mention that 
~((nr-A)-‘f)=d(O,jl)-lo (see [13, formula (5.5)] or use the identity 
above, formula (3.5) and the resolvent equation (3.3)). 
Step 4. Combining steps 2 and 3 and using a(T(--r)p) = e-‘“‘p(0) and 
(10.8) we find 
=d(O, 2iw)-‘(I-Lqo, 2iw) 
- dq2iw) Y(O)) $ (0, o)p(o)2 
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and, using in addition that cr(r(-r)j?) = e’““p(O), 
Substitution of these identities into the expression for gzL obtained in step 1 
yields the desired result. 1 
In principle the formula for c, is obtained by plugging in the results of 
Lemma 11.4 into the definition (11.2). It turns out that some simplification is 
possible. 
THEOREM 11.5 
_- 
c, = + q(0) 2 (0,O) (p(0)“. p(0) ) 
+Y(o)$W (~~o)~(d(0~o)-‘--~)~~o.o~~p(o),p(o))) 
-- 
++q(o)$(O,o) ~p(0),(d(0,2i0~j-‘-l)~(o.ojp(O)?). 
Proof. The identity 
& . ( 
- 
gtog,, - &L,gl, +z&* --I 
= do) C$ (0, 0) (p(O), A(% O)-’ 6(O) Y(O) $ (0, O)(p(Oj,p(O))) 
< 
+ +4(o) g (020) (P(O), A(07 2iwj- i 5fJ,(2w qo, g (0, O)P(Oj2) 
is a straightforward consequence of the definition (10.6), the formulae 
j?(l) = (A- io)-’ d(0, A)p(O), j(l) = (A+ iw)-L .4(0, A)@(O) 
and Lemma 11.4. I 
Remark. The expressions given in Lemma 11.4 are, mutatis mutandis, 
the same as those for mappings derived in [46, p. 1681. In the case of 
evolution equations in Hilbert space an expression corresponding to c, is 
given in (47, formula (3.9)]. For retarded functional differential equations 
see 145; 48, formula (2.10)]. 
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12. AN INTERESTING EQUATION 
Let 
B,(z)= 1;: 
o<r< 1 
r> 1, 
and let B,(r) be a non-negative L,-function with support contained in [0, l] 
and such that ji Bz(r) dr = 1. The equation 
v(t) = I’ (1 -(B,(r) y(t - r) dr) 1; B,(t)y(t - r) dz (12.1) 
0 
arises from a model for the spread, in a closed population, of an infectious 
disease which confers only temporary immunity. (See [17-191.) Here B*(Z) 
describes the infectivity of an individual which was infected t units of time 
ago and immunity is lost exactly one unit of time after infection. The 
constant y is proportional to the total population size. 
The equation admits the constant solutions 
yjT1 = 0, y2 = 1 -y-l. 
For 0 < y < 1, j1 is stable and Y; is unstable. As y passes through one, (i.e., 
as the population size reaches a critical value) the endemic state .1;2 becomes 
positive and at the same time it takes over the stability of the state J, in 
which the disease is absent from the population. This is the well-known 
threshold phenomenon. 
In [ 171 the question was posed whether or not the endemic state would 
retain its stability as y is further increased. The following answer was found. 
THEOREM 12.1. As y increases from one to injkity, exactly as many 
pairs of conjugated roots of the characteristic equation 
pass the imaginary axis as there are n E N for which 
b, = [I BZ(t) sin(2rcnr) dr > 0. 
-0 
They cross from left to right with a positioe velocity, the upper one in the 
interval ((2n - 1) z, 2nn). Moreover, they are simple. 
In [ 181 Gripenberg gives a bifurcation theorem which, after some minor 
modifications, converts the information of Theorem 12.1 into existence 
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results for periodic solutions. Similar results are given by Cushing [9-l 11. 
Gripenberg also gives a formula for the direction of bifurcation and he shows 
how this direction is related to the modulus of a quantity which may be 
interpreted as a Floquet multiplier. 
We shall now demonstrate how the problem (12.1) tits into the framework 
of this paper. We are interested in the behaviour near the constant solution 
.V2, so we introduce z = J - y1 and we rewrite (12.1) as 
z(t) = (1 - y) 1’ B,(z) z(t -- r) ds + 1’ B,(r)z(t - r) dr 
-0 -0 
- y j’ B,(r) z(t- z) dr j_’ B2(7)z(t - r) ds. 
0 -0 
Next we introduce 
s,(t) = (1 - y) 1’ B,(t) z(t - r) dr. 
-0 
x2(t) = \’ B?(T) z(t - T) dr 
-0 
(12.2) 
(12.3) 
and we find, using 
Z(f) = s,(t) + x*(t) - ,j(l - V))’ x1(t) s?(t), (12.4) 
that (12.2) is equivalent to the two-system 
x(t) = !” B(y, z) g(y, x(t - r)) dz 
-0 
with 
WY, r> = ( (1 -Y)B, (1 -YY)B, B2 1 B, 
and 
(12.5) 
(12.6) 
(12.7) 
(Note that the representation by a system is not unique but that this does not 
influence the chain of reasoning.) A simple calculation shows that the 
characteristic equation associated with the constant solution x = 0 is 
precisely the one in Theorem 12.1. 
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If b, > 0 for some n E hl, we are in a position to apply Theorem 11.1. 
Unfortunately, it is not known whether pairs can pass the imaginary axis 
simultaneously and “in resonance” (i.e., such that condition (ii) of 
Theorem 11.1 is not satisfied). However, if some pairs pass simultaneously, 
the largest one satisfies the nonresonance condition (note that at most 
finitely many roots can pass simultaneously) and Theorem 11.1 yields the 
existence and uniqueness of a bifurcating periodic solution (with initial 
period in the interval (n-i, (n - $)-I)). We conclude that at least one 
periodic solution bifurcates if at least one b, > 0 and that countably many 
periodic solutions bifurcate if countably many b, > 0 (note that all b, > 0, if, 
for instance, B, is decreasing). 
Theorem 11.2 applies as well and Re n’(O) is always positive by 
Theorem 12.1. So it is useful to evaluate the expression for c, given in 
Theorem 11.5. Some straightforward calculations lead to 
\ q+ 
1 
I1 - (1 -jJ)B,(2iO)-B,(2ic0) 
@,(io) B,(2iw) IS2(iw)12 
+ B,(io) &(2io) IB,(ico)l’) 
^ . 
+ (1 fy,, (182(iw)12 - Re B,(iw)) (B,(io) + m) ’ 
B,(O) \ 
1 
x -(l - y) &(icrJ) - B;(iw) * 
(12.8) 
Using the identification b, = y - 1, A = B,, a = Bl we conclude that (12.8) 
and formula (2.18) in Gripenberg [ 181 are related by c, = ilj2c(~). As a 
consequence the expressions for the second Taylor coefficient of the charac- 
teristic exponents differ by a positive factor (due to the different 
parametrizations; besides we think that a factor 2 dropped off in the formula 
for i;(O) below (4.17) in [ 181). 
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